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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION AND SERVICE

LDM, spol. s r.o.
Czech Republic

FP 110, FP 210
FP 220, FP 230

STRAINERS - FLANGED
PM - 079/14/04/GB

1. Description
Flanged strainers FP 110, 210, 220,230 are designed to clean process media from mechanical impurities. The
strainers distinguish by a robust design of filter element made of stainless steel with possibility of draining
without necessity of bonnet dismantling.
2. Application
The strainers are designed for applications in heating and other industries especialy in hot-water, possibly
steam circuits. The wide range of diametres enables using of these strainers in most of the common
applications.
3. Operating medium
The strainers are suitable for water, steam, air and other media compatible with material of body and screen.
4. Installation and maintenance of strainer
Before installation of strainer into pipeline, the flange protection caps must be removed. The flow direction is
determined by the arrows on the strainer's body.
Mounting position of the strainer in the horizontal pipeline is by the bonnet downwards for liquids, and bonnet
sideward for steam a gases (to avoid floatation). In the vertical pipeline, only top-down flow direction is allowed.

The period for strainer draining and filter element (mesh) cleaning depends on
the pollution of medium. The filter element must be cleaned, when the pipeline
is put into operation (usually just before commissioning), at the beginning of
the operation after long period of inactivity (beginning of heating season) and
always when the increased pressure loss or noise occurs at the strainer. The
pressure must be released from the pipeline prior any activity.
The personnel carrying out the service work shall be trained and have
knowledge about the product as well as be trained in safety regulations during
the work.
5. Guarantee conditions
The producer provides a 24-month warranty for this product starting with the date of dispatch from the factory.
When the failure is detected, the activities according point a), b) or c) should be done.
a)Send the strainer to the address of LDM servis, spol. s r. o., where the valve will be inspected and changed or
repaired.
b)Report the malfunction to a local service company which can lend you a spare strainer. Send the the strainer
over to our service company where it will be repaired or replaced with new one.
c)Require service work directly at site.
In case the claim is found relevant, the producer shall pay the cost of repair and transportation cost for sending
the strainer back to the customer. If the customer requires the service work directly at site, he shall be bound to
pay the travel cost of the service personnel. If the claim is not found relevant, he is bound to pay all the cost
arised.
The producer does not guarantee the proper function of the product under other conditions than those
stipulated in this instructions for installation and maintenance of the product. Any other service conditions shall
be consulted with the producer.
6. Waste disposal
Packaging material and the strainer shall be disposed of in the common way such as by handing over to a
specialized enterprise for disposal of (body and metal parts - metal waste, other non-metal parts - communal
waste).
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ADDRESS OF FACTORY
LDM, spol. s r.o.
Litomyšlská 1378
560 02 Èeská Tøebová
Czech Republic
tel.: +420 465 502 511
fax: +420 465 533 101
E-mail: sale@ldm.cz
http://www.ldmvalves.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
LDM, spol. s r.o.
Office in Prague
Podolská 50
147 01 Praha 4
Czech Republic

LDM, spol. s r.o.
Office in Ústí nad Labem
Ladova 2548/38
400 11 Ústí nad Labem - Severní Terasa
Czech Republic

tel.: +420 241087360
fax: +420 241087192
E-mail: tomas.suchanek@ldm.cz

tel.: +420 602708257
E-mail: tomas.kriz@ldm.cz

SERVICE ORGANIZATION
LDM servis, spol. s r.o.
Litomyšlská 1378
560 02 Èeská Tøebová
Czech Republic
tel: +420 465502411-13
fax: +420 465531010
E-mail: servis@ldm.cz

LDM SUBSIDIARIES ABROAD
LDM, Bratislava s.r.o.
Mierová 151
821 05 Bratislava
Slovakia

LDM, Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Modelarska 12
40-142 Katowice
Polska

tel: +421 243415027-8
fax: +421 243415029
E-mail: ldm@ldm.sk
http://www.ldm.sk

tel: +48 327305633
fax: +48 327305233
mobile: +48 601354999
E-mail: ldmpolska@ldm.cz

TOO “LDM”
Shakirova 33/1, kab. 103
100012 Karaganda
Kazachstan

LDM Armaturen GmbH
Wupperweg 21
D-51789 Lindlar
Deutschland

LDM Bulgaria Ltd.
z.k.Mladost 1
bl.42, floor 12, app.57
1784 Sofia
Bulgaria

tel.: +7 7212566936
fax: +7 7212566936
mobile: +7 7017383679
e-mail: sale@ldm.kz

tel: +49 2266 440333
fax: +49 2266 440372
mobile: +49 1772960469
E-mail: ldmarmaturen@ldmvalves.com

OOO "LDM Promarmatura"
Jubilejniy prospekt, dom.6a, of. 601
141407 Khimki
Moscow Region
Russia
tel.: +7 495 7772238
fax: +7 495 7772238
mobile: +7 9032254333
e-mail: inforus@ldmvalves.com

tel: +359 2 9746311
fax: +359 2 8771344
mobile: +359 888925766
E-mail: ldm.bg@ldmvalves.com

www.ldmvalves.com
LDM, spol. s r.o. reserves the right to modify or improve the designs or specifications of such products at any time without notice
Guarantee and after guarantee service provided.
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